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		Thoroughly revised for its Third Edition, this volume is the most comprehensive, multidisciplinary text on genitourinary cancers. This edition has two new editors—Frans M.J. Debruyne and W. Marston Linehan—and more than 50% new contributors. Seventeen new chapters cover familial prostate cancer, biology of bone metastases, molecular pathology and biologic determinants, PSA and related kallikreins, needle biopsy, laparoscopic surgical procedures, 3D conformal radiotherapy, hormones and radiotherapy, integration of chemotherapy and other modalities, quality of life after treatment of localized prostate cancer, management of rising PSA after local therapy, the role of surgery in advanced bladder cancer, post-chemotherapy node dissections and resection of metastatic disease, and stem cell transplantation.

	
	
		This third edition of the Comprehensive Textbook of Genitourinary Oncology is arriving almost 10 years after its first edition published in 1996, thus testifying to the continued need for a Ð²Ð‚ÑšcomprehensiveÐ²Ð‚Ñœ text in this particular area of oncology. The first edition was managed by the person who is also the current edition's Senior Executive Editor, Jonathan W. Pine, Jr., who has shared our vision for the book and who has patiently guided us to address the ongoing need for it over the past 10 years. Thank you, Jonathan!
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Professional Cross-Platform Mobile Development in C#Wrox Press, 2012

	PEOPLE TAKE UP MOBILE DEVELOPMENT these days for a lot of reasons. For some it is all about learning something new, but for many it comes out of necessity of a job or career. Perhaps you see mobile development as the next big thing, just like client-server development was in the 1990s, or web development became in the 2000s. Maybe...
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Final Cut Pro X CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	As technology becomes more and more accessible and easier to use, we are expected to do

	more in less time than ever before. Video editors are now expected to be able to not only edit,

	but create motion graphics, fix sound issues, enhance image quality and color, and more. And

	many workers in the PR and marketing world are finding...
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Brilliant HTML & CSSPearson Education, 2009
Brilliant HTML & CSS is a visual quick reference book that teaches all that you need to know to create clean, forward-looking, standards-compliant, accessible Web sites using HTML & CSS. It will give you a solid grounding on the theory, coding skills, and best practices needed to use HTML & CSS to build sophisticated web pages a...
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The Digital Photography BookPeachpit Press, 2006
Scott Kelby, the man who changed the "digital darkroom" forever with his groundbreaking, #1 bestselling, award-winning book The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers, now tackles the most important side of digital photography--how to take pro-quality shots using the same tricks today's top digital pros...
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Adapt or Die: Transforming Your Supply Chain into an Adaptive Business NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Cut costs and control inventory an adaptive business network    

This book introduces the adaptive business network, a new method of business interaction that offers the ability to respond swiftly to changing market conditions, increase revenue growth, and lower overall cost. In Adapt or Die, the experts from...
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Mobile PaymentSpringer, 2013

	Paying with mobile devices such as mobile phones or smart phones will expand worldwide in the coming years. This development provides opportunities for various industries (banking, telecommunications, credit card business, manufacturers, suppliers, retail) and for consumers.


	The book comprehensively describes current status, trends...
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